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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND DEMOCRATIC LEGITIMACY
OF RULEMAKING – A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Iztok Rakar1

Abstract
In recent years, public participation has been a frequent object of research, especially in
relation to rulemaking procedures. The aim of the paper is to verify a common thesis,
that public participation is a means for enhancing democratic legitimacy in rulemaking. In
order to do so, the author defines legitimacy and legitimation, presents models of the de-
mocratic legitimacy of the executive and compares monistic and pluralistic understanding
of democracy. The author then analyzes standpoints of American, English and German
legal theory and case law and proposes a possible solution to the main research question.
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I. Introduction

The rulemaking of the executive represents a deviation from the ideal of the principle
of division of powers, the original purpose of which is to prevent tyranny and to secure
the freedom, life and property of the individual.2 Because the executive possesses its
own as well as delegated democratic legitimacy, this (initial) fear of incursions into the
(legal) position of the individual would appear at first glance to be minor. But because
the rulemaking competence of the executive is constantly expanding and because the role
of elections as the first act in an unbroken chain of democratic legitimation (Ger. Legiti-
mationskette)3 and as a form of primary participation is diminishing, certain questions4

arise, e.g. does the classical model of the democratic legitimacy of the executive suit
these changed circumstances, and what role could public participation play in rulemaking
processes?

1 University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Administration, Gosarjeva ulica 5, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia. E-mail:
iztok.rakar@fu.uni-lj.si.
2 Pünder (2009, p. 355).
3 Köhler (2017).
4 Ziamou (2001, p. 244).
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Public participation is a tool of open and transparent public administration (PA). Openness
and transparency are two of the most highlighted principles of contemporary public PA,
both at national and supranational (EU) level. In a national context, PA as a part of the
executive branch holds the greatest burden of policy- and lawmaking activities. In recent
years, convergence of PA reforms has been observed,5 as PA face similar problems and
various international and other actors promote and spread similar ideas – one of them being
public participation in policy- and lawmaking.6 Despite different levels of convergence,7

we can claim that PA operates in a manner more open to the professional, interested and
general public8.
What is of special interest is the fact that similar solutions are implemented in states
with different legal and administrative cultures and traditions.9 While the empirical level
of public participation is well covered in the literature, the normative one is less. We
therefore aim at providing normative insight into the widespread phenomenon of public
participation in PA activities. Our specific aim is to highlight the role of public participation
in rulemaking procedures. The primary goal of the paper is therefore to answer the question
of whether public participation in rulemaking is a means for enhancing the democratic
legitimacy of rulemaking. We use a comparative legal approach to clarify the relationship
between the concepts and aim at adding a legal dimension to contemporary research on
public administration.
The structure of the paper is as follows: in the second chapter we elaborate the question
of functions of public participation; in the third chapter we examine the question of the
democratic legitimacy of the rulemaking procedure and in the fourth chapter we elaborate
the relationship between public participation and the democratic legitimacy of rulemaking.
The final chapter summarizes the findings.

II. Public participation

Literature on the subject generally claims that public participation in rulemaking is sup-
posed to enhance the democratic legitimacy of adopted decisions and compensate for
deficiencies in the democratic legitimacy conferred by the law, which means that public
participation can make it possible to achieve the desired or required level of democratic
legitimacy for rulemaking.10

At first glance, such a view seems firmly grounded. However, problems arise once one
attempts to get to the botton of the term “democratic legitimacy” and the ways in which it
can be achieved. Although the terms legitimacy and legitimation can be defined uniformly,
the ways in which such a state is to be achieved and such processes are to be carried out

5 Koprić et al. (2014).
6 E.g. OECD, SIGMA, EU, World Bank.
7 See Pollitt and Bouckaert (2011).
8 See, e. g. Johns and Saltane (2016).
9 We distinguish rule-of-law and public interest legal cultures and several administrative traditions (e.g. Anglo-
American and German) (cf. Kuhlmann and Wollmann, 2014; Painter and Peters, 2010).
10 For example, Trips (2006, p. 156). For EU, see Ruffert (2014). For a discussion on the argument that procedural
standards of (public) participation can be considered part of the rule of law, see Mendes (2014).
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vary greatly. Differences exist between individual legal systems which rest on different
legal-philopsophical and political-scientific foundations, complicating general overviews.
The key problem of such an understanding of the public participation function pertains
to the question of who is conferring democratic legitimacy and in what way – is it 1) the
people as a whole through general, equal secret-ballot elections, or also 2) the people “in
part” and/or individuals through their direct particpation in shaping concrete (authoritative)
decisions on all levels of the decision-making process (participation).
In the Rule-of-Law legal culture11 the first possible answer to this question applies (the so-
called chain of democratic legitimacy). In line with recent understandings of democracy,
democraticness is not exhausted by conferring democratic legitimatcy through elections
and the legislator, nor is the principle of legality understood as the only benchmark of the
functioning of the executive. In line with this understanding, methods of administering,
steering and organizing the executive and, in connection with this, the public and the
acceptability of the functioning of the latter (so-called output legitimation) appear as
additional elements.12 Public participation is therefore understood as an expression of
democraticness where democracy is understood in a broader sense than that implied by
legal science, which treats delegated legislation as a mere source of law and not (also) as
a form of action (Ger. Handlungsform).13 Democracy means more than just being bound
to a law adopted by the legislator; it is also a mode of governance.
The question clearly has a rich legal-philosophical background and touches upon under-
standings of the state and democracy and adjacent questions of the relations between the
state, society and individuals and between general and private interests.14 The views of
theory on these questions are closely linked to actual socio-political relations and are
generally expressed in the different systems of positive law.

III. The democratic legitimacy of delegated legislation

Democratic legitimacy and democratic legitimation

The terms legitimacy and legitimation are central to political, sociological and legal
science. On the one hand, this makes it difficult to achieve a uniform definition; on the
other, it facilitates the treatment of these terms from multiple angles and enables the
transfer of findings between different disciplines and progress in the direction of new
demands reflecting the actual circumstances of the functioning of a state.
The point of departure for legal science is the normative concept of legitimacy, which is
further “enriched” with empirical elements so as not to be in disharmony with reality. The

11 See Kuhlmann and Wollmann (2014).
12 The execution of authority through planned contact and brief commands is said to no longer be acceptable,
and in its place the use of ongoing meetings, discussions, clarifications and overviews over extended periods of
time is said to have come to the fore. The goal of the process should be to make state decisions transparent,
which among other things contributes to resolving complex background issues (Schmidt-Assmann in: Pünder,
1995, p. 259, note 143; Schmidt-Assmann, 2006, p. 101).
13 See Detterbeck (2013, p. 135).
14 See, e.g. Fisahn (2002).
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key point of departure for the normative concept of legitimacy are the demands of the
constitution, which is why the actual content of both terms (legitimacy and legitimation)
depends on both the constitution and the times.15

Here we understand legitimacy as a 1) description of a certain state, as an 2) attribute of
authority and as the 3) ultimate product of successfully conducted legitimation processes;
legitimation, on the other hand, is understood as those events and processes which must
be carried out in order to achieve legitimacy. For the needs of this paper, legitimacy will
be understood as the justification of authority.16

In line with the majority view of legal theory, authority is justified – that is, legitimate
– if it is an expression of the will of the people; in modern states, the will of the people
as a holder of authority is for the most part expressed and executed indirectly through
bodies of the legislative and judicial branches of power and directly through elections and
referendums.17 An unbroken chain of democratic legitimation and accountability must
exist between the people and bodies of state, as only in this way is it possible to claim that
authority is being executed by the people as its source and holder. Theory calls this form of
legitimacy ex ante or input legitimacy and distinguishes it from output legitimacy, which
implies the acceptability of a decision.18 This distinction is very important for public
participation in rulemaking.

Models of the legitimacy of the executive

Theory has designed a number of models of the legitimacy of the executive.19 The first
model can be called the mechanistic model and focuses on the parliamentary statute (Ger.
Gesetz). According to this model, delegated legislation20 is supposed to execute the will
of the lawmaker (i.e. parliament), and this is thought to be evident in the substance of
the parliamentary statute. The substantial legitimacy of delegated legislation is therefore
based on the will of the parliament. The executive is understood as an apparatus, as
a politically neutral body, and this is already apparent in the frequently used phrase
“the programmability” of the functioning of the executive (Ger. Programmierbarkeit).
Executive power is supposed to be a transmission belt that shapes delegated legislation
on an “objective” legal basis using legal and consequently scientific methodologies. This
model produces demands for parliamentary statutes’ authorities to be as precise as possible
and for the review of delegated legislation from the standpoint of its conformity with
15 Schliesky (2004, p. 729), cf. Teršek (2014).
16 Such an understanding of the content of legitimacy is a common point of departure for political, sociological
and legal science (see Schmidt-Assmann, 2006, p. 87; Schliesky, 2004, p. 729; cf. Trute, 2012, p. 342–343 and
Rose-Ackerman et al., 2015).
17 Representative democracy can be understood as one method for enabling the people to govern themselves –
democracy would thus be a form of self-government (Loughlin, 2003, p. 47).
18 See, e.g. Pfeffer (2006, pp. 237 and 239).
19 Description of models are summarized from von Bogdandy (2000, pp. 443–448). In connection with this,
Bugarič (2004, pp. 485) speaks of different theories of administrative law that attempt to find a solution for
limitations in the discretion of the executive and the related problem of the democratic deficit.
20 The term “delegated legislation” (Ger. exekutive Rechtsnormen) is used to facilitate international comparisons.
We understand this term to mean legal acts which are issued by the executive and through which legal relations
are regulated in an abstract and general manner (cf. Rakar and Tičar, 2014).
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parliamentary statute. This model is convincing in cases with very precise parliamentary
statutes’ authorities, but less so in cases where the executive is given greater regulatory
space (Ger. Gestaltungsraum).21

The second model is the so-called efficiency model. The main argument of this model is
based on the quantity of legal acts that must be adopted in a modern state, which exceeds
the capacity of the parliament alone. Delegated legislation is therefore legitimate because
it is necessary for the functioning of the modern administrative system (“there’s simply
no other way”). The shortcoming of this model lies in the fact that it does not answer
the question, why are a part of rulemaking activities not privatized? In other words, why
does the constitution only foresee politically accountable bodies as the issuers of delegated
legislation?22

The third model is grounded in expertise, and is accordingly called the expert model. At
the forefront of this model is the executive’s own input in delegated legislation. This model
stands in stark contrast to the mechanistic model, as an expert can only input his or her
knowledge if adequate space for this input is provided, that is, if he or she is not bound.
The parliament can, and, according to certain views, must, leave the regulation of matters
linked to specific expertise to the executive. The legimitacy of an expert decision is based
on two elements, knowledge and efficiency. An expert decision is therefore legitimate
if the experts “know their way around” some thing better than the lay public.23 Legal
science consequently focuses more on standards for expert decision-making than on the
parliamentary statute, which is why a precise explanation of the problem and the rationale
of the decision are emphasized. This model has deep legal-philosophical foundations:
Hegel, for example, understood the formation of the common good (Ger. Gemeinwohl)
as an expert task.24 The main shortcoming of this approach is that it is not capable
of offsetting the political character of delegated legislation. Its importance is therefore
reduced in modern, pluralistic societies, because individuals are not willing to accept
rules simply because they were prepared by experts who supposedly “have a firm grasp”
on some matter.25 The possibility of abuse by experts for political gain also needs to be
pointed out. This abuse is said to occur whenever trust in the work of experts increases, and
the abuse of this trust means less overall trust in the functioning of public administration.26

The fourth model, that of the executive’s own democratic legitimacy, is based on the fact
that parliamentary elections result, among other things, in the appointment of a chief of
the executive. The government therefore has a democratic mandate for political input, part
of which it carries out by itself, and part in cooperation with the parliament and other state
and societal organizations. The government and the parliament are thought to represent
only an internal differentiation of the institutionalized political system, with the latter
standing in opposition to public administration in the form of the administrative system.

21 In this case, Bugarič (2004, p. 485) speaks of a formal theory of administrative law.
22 This is not true of English law.
23 For the discussion on this relationship, see Pečarič (2017).
24 See Hegel (1821/2005).
25 Environmental standards and spatial planning can be cited as typical examples.
26 Bugarič (2004, p. 485).
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In this aspect, this model differs greatly from the mechanistic and expert models, as these
two models understand the government as “something other than the parliament” – either
as a part of the bureaucratic apparatus or as a part of professional groups.
The fifth model of rulemaking legitimacy is based on independent review mechanisms,
particularly parliamentary and judicial ones.27 With parliamentary review, the key is
that parliament, as the body with the highest degree of democratic legitimacy, views
the delegated legislation to be politically acceptable. Political review is understood in two
ways: as an extension of societal oversight and/or as the oversight of one part of the political
system over another part. Underpinning judicial review is the view that the political and
administrative systems are strictly separated from the preferences of the individual. At the
forefront of legitimation is neither the parliamentary statute nor expertise, but an unbiased
procedure that enables an individual to overrule acts due to their disproportionate incursion
into his or her interests, which in this case are raised to the level of legal values. The second
aspect of this form of legitimation is in the way that the work of authorities is judged by
a lay person authorized to make decisions – a judge is not an expert for the regulated field,
but a legal expert.28

The sixth and final model of the democratic legitimacy of rulemaking bases legitimacy on
public participation. The key for this model is the broad, fundamental and fair participation
of all those who will be affected by the delegated legislation.29 This model is rooted in
skepticism regarding the state’s ability or willingness to independently design suitable
regulation,30 which is why it judges the legitimacy of delegated legislation primarily from
the standpoint of its creation. At the fore are questions pertaining to the fair participation of
those affected, how comments are handled, the adequacy of the time period for participation
and the transparency of debates between different, opposing views.31 This model also has
some obvious shortcomings, as extensive public participation, regardless of its importance
for exercising certain fundamental constiutional principles, could lead to the obstruction
or even blockage of the rulemaking process.32

This overview of models for legitimating the executive shows that some of these models
are complementary, while others stand in opposition to one another. This is understan-
dable, as they are based on different assumptions. Societal reality is complex, and the
models are designed with the aim of mitigating this complexity. In this sense, it is un-
derstandable that combinations of multiple models can be found in positive law, and that
this approach is thought to be better able to capture societal reality. By the same token,
it would be impossible to design a single, uniform model that would accord with all the

27 For judicial review, see Rose-Ackerman et al. (2015).
28 Cf. Bugarič (2004, pp. 485–486).
29 For the connection between more understandable rulemaking materials and broader, better public participation,
see Farina et al. (2015). For legal questions pertainin to e-participation, see Tischer (2012).
30 The state is understood as a highly autonomous societal subsystem, which is why this model questions the
predominant understanding of the state and legitimacy and forms a contrast to the expert model.
31 Pfeffer (2006, p. 237).
32 For the desirability of future developments in public decision-making from the viewpoint of policy-makers,
see Wagner et al. (2016).
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premises presented above.33 We now turn our attention to the presentation of legal theory
on delegated legislation’s democratic legitimacy.

Legal theory

By way of comparison, three fundamental approaches to the democratic legitimation of
delegated legislation can be outlined:34

1. Through the parliamentary statute;
2. Through participation from the parliament;
3. Through direct public participation.

In the first two cases, the holder of legitimation is the parliament, in both an ex ante
(parliament statute’s authorization to issue delegated legislation) and ex post (participation
in the process for issuing delegated legislation) sense.
In the US, emphasis is on public participation due to the limited ability of the parliament
(Congress) to participate in the rulemaking process35 and to the flexible approach of the
US Supreme Court in the matter of the substantial precision of laws.36 In line with the
view of the US Supreme Court, public participation serves to compensate for the so-called
substantial imprecision of the parliamentary statute. Accordingly, the efficient and fair
participation of the public is thought to ensure the democratic legitimacy of the adopted
delegated legislation.37

In the view of legal theory in the US, the democratic legitimation of delegated legislation
is similar to that of parliament’s statute if the public can exert its influence on its formation
in the same way as it attempts to influence holders of legislative powers. For the most
part, this implies the transparency of the procedure and equal opportunity for all who
participate,38 which is supposed to prevent the overly powerful influence of large interest
groups (agency capture).39

The detailed legal regulation of the rulemaking procedure and stringent review by the
courts are thus understood as a substitute for the classical democratic decision-making
process, in which representatives of the people are elected and politically accountable

33 In a similar sense Harlow (1999, p. 265).
34 Pünder (2009); cf. Ziamou (2001, pp. 26–40).
35 The US Supreme Court considers an executive veto on issued delegated legislation to be unconstitutional (see
Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadha (1983) 462 US 919).
36 Pünder (2009, p. 369).
37 As far as costs of public participation are concerned, according to Woods (2015) requirements to provide
public notice of agency environmental rulemaking do not have a significant effect on the regulatory compliance
costs imposed on industry, but mechanisms that provide direct access to rulemaking processes serve to decrease
these costs. Cf. Rose-Ackerman et al. (2015).
38 This is one of the central contents of a fair procedure – see Dworkin (1986).
39 This line of thought is based on a model of representing interests which partially finds support in the theory of
public choice. In this regard, the rulemaking process must be structured like the legislative process. The problem
is therefore not the breadth of powers granted to the executive, but the way in which these powers are executed.
Cf. Freeman (1997), who recommends a collaborative governance model.
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to voters. The backdrop for this thinking is of course the abovementioned understanding
of democracy and public administration, in accordance with which the policy-making
process does not end, but in fact begins, with the adoption of a parliament’s statute.40

Placing the above in a general theoretical framework, the foundation for the legitimacy
of delegated legislation within a model of interest representation based on a pluralistic
understanding of democracy is the broad opportunity for the participation of a public
possessed of equal opportunities to impact the shaping of decisions, with such opportuni-
ties guaranteed by rigorous oversight by the courts.41

Although case law and legislation are familiar with numerous cases and forms of public
participation in the activities of the executive, in (Continental) European theory the em-
phasis is on the potential for democratic legitimation. In German theory, for example, one
does not find broad-based discussions of public participation as an instrument of the de-
mocratic legitimation of delegated legislation.42 In line with the majority view of German
theory and constitutional court case law, public participation primarily serves to transmit
information43 and expert knowledge and to ease the enforcement of rules in practice, and
not to instill delegated legislation with democratic legitimacy.44 The entire burden of de-
mocratic legitimation is therefore borne by the parliament: in terms of substance through
adequately precise and narrow authorizations, and in terms of process through the enfor-
cement of the responsibility of the government for the work of the executive and through
participation in the rulemaking process.45 The German constitutional system is thus based
on the substantial ex ante legitimation of the executive (statutory authority), which is
why procedural ex post legitimation46 (participation of the parliament in issuing delegated
legislation) is only rarely used.47 These approaches to the democratic legitimation of the
executive are the response of German theory and the German Constitution to the problem
of the executive’s democratic legitimacy deficit, which is why public participation is not
understood as a general demand of constitutional law intended to compensate for this
deficit.48

In German theory, public participation that exceeds general and equal elections is looked
on with skepticisim, as the public is thought to follow particular interests and not some

40 Pünder (2009, pp. 370–371); cf. Rose-Ackerman et al. (2015).
41 For EU, see Türk (2013).
42 Vagt (2006, p. 223, note 503). Some examples of discussions: Pünder (1995, p. 258); Schmidt-Assmann (1982,
p. 46); Schmitt-Glaeser (1984, p. 48); von Bogdandy (2000, pp. 443–448).
43 According to Brintnall (2011), models for regulatory participation have confused participation with infor-
mation.
44 Rose-Ackerman et al. (2015, p. 162–163).
45 Von Bogdandy (2001, p. 368).
46 That is, the participation of the Bundestag; due to its composition, the Bundesrat has a democratic legitimacy
deficit. The purpose of its participation in issuing laws is therefore different – it ensures the adequacy of a decision,
in line with how, as a federal body, it represents the perspective of the state as a whole (for a detailed discussion,
see Vagt, 2006, pp. 119–120, 222 and 226).
47 Vagt (2006, pp. 217–218).
48 Möstl (2006, p. 562). Cf. Virant (2009, p. 6). The same stands for the EU context (see Ehlers and Erichsen,
2010, p. 232).
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general (public) interest.49 The democratic legitimacy of the executive therefore has its
basis in the personal legitimacy of general and equal parliamentary elections, as only here
is it possible to ensure strict, formal political equality, that is, equal opportunity for all
citizens to influence decision-making.50 Consequently, only those German theorists who
have a pluralistic understanding of democracy tend to view public participation favorably.51

In English literature, the question of direct public participation in rulemaking procedures
is rarely dealt with, as legitimation takes place indirectly, through elected representatives
of the people.52 As in Germany, the democratic legitimation of delegated legislation is
supposed to be provided for by a parliamentary statute which creates a basis for issuing
delegated legislation and by the participation of parliament.53 A part of English theory
therefore finds that public participation in rulemaking, as one possible form of politi-
cal participation (so-called secondary participation),54 is a “no man’s land.”55 The law
safeguards both poles of this process, elections and participation in the administrative
procedure in the narrow sense (adjudication), while the intermediate space is deemed less
important.56

In English theory, public participation as a form of the democratic legitimation of delegated
legislation can therefore be seen to have support for the most part from proponents of
a pluralistic understanding of democracy.57 The deficit of legal legitimacy inherent to
delegated legislation is said to be levelled by public participation, specifically by the
participation of those groups to whom the rules apply. The democratic legitimacy of

49 This line of thought is based on a strict division between the spheres of state and society, which benefits not
only individuals (the protection of rights), but also the state (protection from particular interests). There exists
a principled opposition between general and particular interests: the general interest is mystified and associated
with a “higher” goal, which is why the state, being subject to a similar mystification, has the exclusive right to
decide on the general good (general interest). For a concise treatment of the development of the German theory
of the state, see Fisahn (2002).
50 Ziamou (2001, p. 245), von Bogdandy (2001, pp. 368–369). For expectations about the future of public
participation in Germany, see Vogt and Haas (2015).
51 E.g. Petersen (2010).
52 For example, when addressing the question of public participation as an approach to the democratic legitimacy
of delegated legislation in Great Britain, one of the most important German theorists who works with comparisons
of delegated legislation law in the US, Germany and Great Britain only lists legal systems and the views of case
law; he does not touch upon the question of theoretical bases and backdrops (see Pünder, 2009, pp. 372–374).
53 Unlike in the German constitutional system, the main role is played by the ex post participation of parliament
(so-called affirmative procedure), as the English parliament is not as limited as its German counterpart when
delegating rulemaking competencies (see Article 80 of the Grundgesetz – Ger. Bestimmtheitstrias) (Pünder,
2009, p. 378; Vagt, 2006, p. 219).
54 Ziamou (2001, p. 245).
55 Craig (1990, p. 173). This view therefore derives from the same understanding of democracy as in the US,
specifically that the political and legal process do not conclude, but, in many cases, actually begin with the
adoption of a law (see Pünder, 2009, p. 374).
56 Craig (1990, p. 173) feels that this is not sound, and lists three main arguments: 1) The provision of legal
protection to only two forms of participation is based on an inadequate, simplified theory, 2) the difficulty of
delineating legislative activities and adjudication and 3) a possible analogy between the reasons listed in support
of participation in adjudication in the narrow sense and reasons from other contexts of the functioning of the
state. See Rakar (2014). For development of administrative procedures in Eastern Europe, see Sever et al. (2014).
57 Ziamou (2001, p. 245). Older pluralists include Laski, Cole and Barker, while newer names include Gamble,
Nozick and Jordan.
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delegated legislation is thought to be greater because subjects affected by the legislation
can influence the content of the rules.58

The following conclusions can be extracted from this comparative overview:

1) A common feature of all analyzed legal orders is the democratic legitimation of
delegated legislation by means of the parliamentary statute (ex ante legitimation
by the parliament).

2) In Great Britain and Germany, delegated legislation is also legitimated by the
participation of the parliament in the process of issuing delegated legislation (ex
post legitimation by the parliament).

3) In the US, the main form of democratic legitimation of delegated legislation is the
rulemaking process and public participation in the framework thereof.

4) There exists a close link between an understanding of public participation as
a form of the democratic legitimation of delegated legislation and a pluralistic
understanding of democracy.

IV. Public participation as a means of democratic legitimation of rulemaking

German vs. US model of democratic legitimation

For the needs of this paper, we will draw a distinction between the two dominant models
of democratic legitimation: the US model based on public participation and the German
model based on the parliamentary statute.
Viewed from the perspective of the principle of democracy, in our view the key question
presented by public participation in rulemaking pertains to an understanding of democracy.
The substance of the term “democracy” cannot be captured in just one sentence, nor, of
course, can the different types of democracy. For the needs of this paper, a distinction
will be drawn between a pluralistic understanding of democracy, such as predominates
in the US tradition, and a monistic understanding of democracy, such as predominates in
German theory.
The point of departure for a pluralistic understanding of democracy is the individual; in
a monistic interpretation, it is the people.59 These starting points are of decisive impor-
tance in addressing the question of the democratic legitimacy of public participation in
rulemaking.
In the 1970s, the so-called classical model of the democratic legitimacy of the executive
took shape in German theory. This model contains the following components:

1) the people (the subject of legitimation);
2) the authority of the state (the object of legitimation);
3) methods of legitimation (acceptable instruments for establishing a connection or

imputability between subject and object);

58 Vagt (2006, pp. 222–223).
59 See Bryde (1994).
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4) the degree of legitimation (ensures both the mutual functioning of the methods of
legitimation as well as the effectiveness of the connection).60

In this part of the paper, the following assumptions of the individual components of this
model are key: the people, and not the individual, are a point of departure, whereby
the people is more than just a collection of individuals; it is a uniform, spatially and
substantially undefined general “body”, and these features make it the only entity capable of
transmitting democratic legitimacy to the parliament through general and equal elections.
The object of legitimation is authority, by which is meant the end product of a complex
process of forming opinions, wills and decisions, to the near total exclusion of the substance
and formation of the decision.61

The classical model of the democratic legitimacy of the functioning of the executive
recognizes a numerus clausus of legitimation methods: 1) institutional-functional, 2)
organizational-personal and 3) material-substantial. For this paper, the unbroken chain of
legitimation running from the people to the individual official executing authority and
back (personal legitimation) is key, as is the substantial linkage between state authority
and the people, which has two mutually non-interchangeable bases: the bond between
the executive and the parliamentary statute and the accountability of the government to
the parliament (substantial legitimation). It goes without saying that the key role in this
form of legitimation is held by the parliamentary statute. This is the case regardless of the
statute’s limited ability to specify the functioning of the executive (Ger. Steuerungsdefizit
des Gesetzes).
All these methods of democratic legitimation are devoid of meaning in and of themselves,
and achieve significance only at the point at which they intertwine. From the standpoint
of constitutional law, it is not the method (form) of legitimation that is important, but the
effectiveness of legitimation, which stems from the joint action of all these methods and
manifests itself in the form of a particular degree of democratic legitimacy.62 To achieve
the desired degree, an individual form of legitimation must not be replaced with another,
although the forms can balance each other out to a certain extent, in line with the different
methods of action of individual forms of legitimation.63

These points of departure clearly show that every form of public participation that goes
beyond elections (as that instance which provides strictly formal political equality as
a cornerstone of democracy) is viewed with caution. On the one hand, public participation
could pose a threat to the public interest due to the predominance of special and partial
interests, and on the other it breaks the chain of legitimation that runs from the people and
back.

60 Trute (2012, pp. 346–353).
61 The currently prevalent view is that all functioning which could be attributed to state bodies must be legitimate
(there are therefore no trifling reservations – Ger. Bagatelvorbehalt) (Trute, 2012, p. 347).
62 BVerfGE 93, 37.
63 Schmidt-Assmann (2006, p. 99); similarly Trute (2012, pp. 383–384). The concept of an adequate degree of
legitimacy lends flexibility to the monistic concept of legitimacy, as it enables, on the one hand, existing forms
of legitimacy to compensate or strengthen one another and, on the other, it opens the door for new forms of
legitimacy (organizational and procedural forms, for example) (Schliesky, 2004, p. 289 and 302).
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Since its conception, the classical model of legitimation has also been met with criticism
aimed at both its assumptions regarding the theory of the state and its normative and
empirical aspects.64 Critiques citing the theory of the state are more important for this
paper, as distrust towards partial interests has already been mentioned several times. A de-
velopmental overview of German theory of the state shows that a turn towards the general
good (Ger. Allgemeinwohl) occurred in the Imperial period. The general good or public
interest appears at first as an abstract notion apart from special interests and reveals itself
to be above these interests. Together with unity and homogeneity, public interest was a key
mystification that served the authoritarian design of a community existing alongside the
original organization of interests.65 The integration of society is therefore not the result of
a balancing of different and contrasting life situations, interests and cultural backgrounds,
but is instead enacted in an authoritarian fashion and mystified as a community sharing
the same destiny. Contradictions within society dissipate beneath the authoritarian defi-
nition of the general good, which is capable of separating and emancipating itself from
special interests with significant consequences. In line with positivism, the state is not
understood as an organism (any longer), but as a merging of wills that possesses or forms
a uniform will. State decisions are therefore not the decisions of majorities or officials at
institutions, but rather an expression of the general will of a people understood uniformly
by the statute. This will is emancipated from the actual will and interests of the people. In
a legally regulated state decision-making processes, one not only speaks of the “statute”
and the general will, but also – and at the same time – of a unified people that takes shape
through these processes. The general will and general good are divorced from individuals
and subsumed in the state and its bodies.
The uniformity of the people achieved through the state has important consequences for
understanding public participation. Individual or specific group interests are placed in
opposition to the general interest, which the state defines as a matter of unity. The state or
its bodies act as bulwarks of the public interest against the egoistic interests of individuals
or associations thereof. In accordance with this interpretation, the interests of civil society
are only important if they serve to inform the state of guaranteed rights that could also
exist alongside generality or if they provide the state with the expertise it requires to define
the general interest – the function of public participation is therefore to inform the state.66

Such an understanding rests on a stark delineation of the state and society and attributes
the general good, along with competencies for its definition and enforcement, exclusively
to the sphere of the state. The 1970s saw the return of intensive debates on the role of
public participation in the work of the executive. One of the most influential concepts to
take shape within legal science was the concept of hierarchical democracy, in line with
which democracy’s key feature is the legitimacy of even the lowest official as provided

64 Although criticism aimed at the classical model is multifarious, the reasons for it can be sought for the most
part in a different understanding of the substance of democracy and changes in the theory of the state that
occurred in response to European integration and internationalization (see Trute, 2012, p. 353).
65 Under feudalism, the community was made up of classes, guilds and other orders that were assigned public
tasks and functions; under liberalism, the community was based on a leveling of personal interests accomplished
through the rational discussions of autonomous individuals (Fisahn, 2002, pp. 74–75).
66 Fisahn (2002, pp. 55, 74–75, 85 and 230).
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through general elections as an act of legitimation, one feature of democracy being the
legitimation of state authority through general elections.67 As presented above, under
the classical (monistic, hierarchical) model of democracy and the classical model of
lawmaking, the entire burden of the democratic legitimation of delegated legislation is
“heaped upon” the parliament, which performs this function both on the substantial level
and the procedural level – in the case of the former through suitable substance of statute’s
authorizations for issuing delegated legislation, and in the case of the latter by enforcing
the responsibility of the government for its work and by participating in the rulemaking
process. In line with this understanding of democracy, augmentation of the democraticness
and therefore the legimitimacy of decisions can only be achieved by improving the election
system, tightening the bond between the executive and the parliamentary statute or with
a referendum.68

The classical model of the legitimacy of the executive, which is based on guidance provided
by the law, hierarchy and personal legitimation, is very clear and harmonious; at the same
time, it is overly simple69 and underestimates the complexity of making and enacting legal
norms, a complexity that appears in a number of fields of administrative law.
According to pluralistic understandings of democracy, the point of departure for democracy
and legitimation is the individual and his or her dignity. Pluralism starts from the self-
-authority of free and equal individuals, and thus from the principle of individual freedom
of self-determination (Ger. Selbstbestimmung).70 On the basis of his or her dignity and the
guarantee of free decision-making stemming from it, the individual can justify (legitimate)
authority exercised over him. An understanding of democracy that places individual or
human rights at the center is dynamic, as it understands democracy as a demand for
optimization, unlike the staticity inherent in the monistic concept.71 Besides personally
conferred legitimacy, a pluralistic understanding of democracy also demands a legally
designed process for decision-making by authorities in which individuals participate or
at least input values, initiatives and demands.72 Provided that certain conditions are met,
other forms of participation – not just elections – can therefore be counted as forms of the
realization of democracy.73

To return to the basic understandings of democracy used in this paper (monistic and
pluralistic) and derive from them models for legitimating authority, it may be concluded
that a large gap exists between the two understandings, which is why one must exercise
caution when stressing the democratic function of public participation in rulemaking and

67 The most important advocate of this concept of the state and democracy is Böckenförde.
68 Von Bogdandy (2001, pp. 369–370).
69 Theory describes it with the term “administrative optimism”, as the executive power is thought to be the
executive instrument for acts of the will of parliament and in this regard to act in the spirit of representing the
people (Trute 2012, p. 365).
70 Trute (2012, p. 356).
71 The first approach is based on an understanding of democracy as a principle, and the second is based on an
understanding of democracy as a rule from which concrete decisions can be derived on the basis of subsumption
(for a detailed discussion, see Trute, 2012, pp. 354–355).
72 It is not essential that they have the formal opportunity for (joint) decision-making, but only that they present
their suggestions and expectations and that these are weighed in a rationally designed process.
73 Von Bogdandy (2001, p. 376).
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steer clear of generalized statements reflecting solutions presented by legal systems based
on different concepts and models.74

All this leads to the question of whether it would be possible to identify points of com-
monality between the two models and, by doing so, to attribute a democratic function to
public participation in rulemaking even in those legal systems that are based on a classical
model of democratic legitimation.

Towards a common solution?

Newer German theory and constitutional court case law have created an inroad to an
understanding of the individual and his or her dignity as foundations of democracy, but
this has been limited to the field of deciding on one’s own affairs, specifically on local
and so-called functional self-government (Ger. Funktionale Selbstverwaltung), and largely
overlooks less intensive forms of participation.75 In accordance with the majority view of
theory, the essence of democracy is thought to be the opportunity to decide, and not just
to consult (for example).76

In opposition to this stands an understanding of the democratic community as a community
open to valuations and initiatives from individuals, which is why every (sic!) opportunity
for inputting the views of individuals in state decision-making processes has a democra-
tic function. What is essential is that these initiatives be treated (seriously) and that the
individual is in this way offered a concrete possibility for jointly shaping a decision.77 De-
mocracy is therefore not exhaused with elections and the feedback loop between authority
of the state and the people, or, in other words, the criteria for the democraticness of a sys-
tem are not derived directly from constitutional provisions, but also from the unwritten,
essential features of such a system (so-called pre-legal assumptions).78

At this point, reference can be made to the concept of participatory democracy, in accor-
dance with which democracy is understood as a political system in which citizens elect
their representatives at elections, but where they also remain active co-participants in the
process of political decision-making on all levels of adopting a decision.79

What is essential is that democracy takes different forms as it appears in reality, and that
these forms are more diverse than the sum of theoretical concepts of legal and political
science, and, lastly, that the fundamental principles of democracy – despite their firm

74 It is otherwise with public participation from the standpoint of the principle of effective administration, which
refers to formulating bases for decisions (obtaining information and expert knowledge) and the possibility of
enforcing rules in practice (acceptability, output legitimacy). Yet caution is again in order in the case of public
participation as a form of legal protection: in American theory, for example, the public can act as a defender of
the public interest, whereas this is not possible in German and (generally) in Slovenian theory. See Rakar (2014).
75 See, for example, Trute (2012, pp. 361–362).
76 For example, Schmidt-Assmann (1991, p. 374). Cf. Avbelj (2011, p. 730).
77 See, for example, von Bogdandy (2000, p. 85); see also von Bogdandy (2001, pp. 380–381).
78 Bröhmer (2004, p. 16) and BVerfGE 89, 155 (185). Similarly, Teršek (2009, p. 9), who speaks of “elements
beneath the surface of the democratic form” and the “substantial, even material postulates of democracy”.
79 Teršek (2009, p. 11). Dialog or discursive democracy is another form of democracy in which the process of
adopting a decision is based on an interactive relationship between members of society, that is, on their mutual,
rationally founded suasion (ibid.). For the Italian case, see Fraenkel-Haeberle (2013) and Mattarella (2010).
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foundations – adapt to suit time and space.80 This must be kept in mind when judging the
democratic dimension of public participation in rulemaking. One approach that opens the
possibility for transferring ideas between the two understandings of democracy in the field
of rulemaking is the distinction between the classificatory and comparative dimensions of
the term democracy.81

In line with the former dimension, a system can be democratic or non-democratic – there
are no other options or gradients in this category. In line with the latter dimension, a system
that, in accordance with the above, is democratic, can be more or less democratic.
The first dimension of democracy is static and can be linked with an understanding that
views democracy as a rule from which concrete solutions may be derived on the basis
of subsumption, while the second dimesion is dynamic and can be associated with an
understanding that views democracy as a principle that supports development and optimi-
zation.82 Concrete constitutional rules that determine the content of the term democracy
should therefore represent only a partial definition and concretization of this constitutional
principle, which consequently means that other forms of realizing democracy may be
added to the main form of realizing democracy (elections that confer personal democratic
legitimacy).83

The problem of the comparative dimension of democracy lies in the fact that the guidelines
that are supposed to indicate the different degrees of democracy are themselves subject
to debate, while the standards for defining democracy in the classificatory sense are very
clear. The question is therefore whether public participation in rulemaking represents one
such guideline.
To relate the different starting points of democracy (the people and the individual) to
the different dimensions of the term democracy (the classificatory and the comparative),
taking account of the fact that the executive is persistently gaining space for its own
design and that elections in modern states are losing their significance as the key (or
even exclusive) transmitter of societal preferences, the following can be stated: if a system
meets the demands for being classified as democratic, it can be more democratic if it has
in place processes through which the public is enabled to participate in rulemaking, on
the condition that these processes do not, at the same time, pose a threat to the validity of
the key suppositions of democracy and the axioms of the state.84

In line with this understanding of democracy, public participation offers potential for
the democratic legitimation of delegated legislation, but caution is in order in systems
based on a monistic understanding of democracy, particularly with regard to preserving
the state’s decision-making autonomy – in these systems, forms of decision-making that
provide supporters of particular interests with veto or even decision-making powers are
unconstitutional.85 The public interest is in fact established as a synthesis of particular

80 See Teršek (2009, p. 10).
81 Thus von Bogdandy (2001, p. 367).
82 See Trute (2012, pp. 354–355) and von Bogdandy (2001, p. 368); cf. Meny and Knapp (1998).
83 Von Bogdandy (2001, p. 369); cf. Teršek (2009, pp. 9–11).
84 Thus von Bogdandy (2001, pp. 373, 376, 380 and 384).
85 Such a form of participation is thought to be an anachronism from the age of corporatism, and not a possible
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interests, but considerable distance from the latter is a constitutional demand.86 Therefore,
although public participation is important, its limits are also important.87

One of the key problems of this understanding of democracy is the question of political
equality. One solution to this problem reads as follows: political equality is in fact a fun-
damental form for exercising democracy, but it is not the only form, as the substance of
democracy is built upon by respect for human dignity and the autonomy of the individual.
Democracy is therefore a political system which, besides political equality, offers the
greatest possible opportunity for affected subjects to input their preferences. It logically
follows that there must exist other procedures for cooperation besides elections.88

Public participation in rulemaking is thought to enhance the acceptability of the rules,
which theory treats as the ex post legitimacy of adopted decisions. One of the basic
hypotheses of a sociological treatment of processes states that those who participate in
a process will be more likely to accept a decision as justified if they consider the underlying
process to be fair, whereby the normative criteria of a fair process include, for example, the
possibility of issuing statments, providing explanations of a decision and the impartiality
of the decision maker.89

This hypothesis pertains for the most part to the judicial process, which is why theory
does not have a uniform view of whether it also pertains to administrative systems. On
the one hand, for known German theorists in the field of administrative law and adminis-
trative science, the acceptability of the decision is problematic as a goal of administrative
procedure law, as the decision is supposed to be very precisely “programmed”, in the
legalistic sense, in the administrative procedure. On the other hand, the sociologically
oriented research of administrative law found in US theory places great emphasis on the
acceptability of the decision, and in doing so echoes a part of German theory. The latter
understands procedural rights to participate in the process as an ideal means for partici-
pation in the execution of authority,90 for the mutual process of distributing information
and communication between the individual and the state and for the self-validation and
development of the individual. Procedural guarantees are thought to enable a democratic
understanding of participation in the administrative process.91

This aspect is stressed particularly in those fields of functioning of the executive where
the law does not provide an adequately precise substantial framework, for example in the
field of delegated legislation. Public participation in these processes is therefore said to
contribute to a decision’s acceptability on the grounds that the decision is democratically

future form of participation (von Bogdandy, 2000, p. 85).
86 Besides determining forms for decision-making and obtaining and disseminating information, ensuring
distance be kept is one of the key tasks of organization as a new form of the democratic legitimation of
the executive (see Trute, 2012, pp. 372–373).
87 Von Bogdandy (2000, pp. 80–87).
88 Von Bogdandy (2001, p. 376).
89 See, for example, Luhmann (2001).
90 Similarly, Jerovšek and Trpin (2004, p. 86), who links the principle of hearing a client in adjudication to the
principle of democracy, as the will of the people is thought to substantially determine and oversee every form of
the execution of authority.
91 More on participation in Kovač and Sever (2014, pp. 144–160).
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legitimate due to its direct, two-way linkage to the people. This legitimacy is not originary
or ex ante legitimacy, but ex post legitimacy, that is, it pertains to the acceptability of the
decision. In the opposite case, the chain of legitimation which starts with elections would
be broken.92

V. Conclusion

The following conclusions can be drawn from the overview presented above: 1) with
public participation in rulemaking, the ex ante and ex post legitimization functions must be
distinguished; 2) the ex post legitimation function stems from a sociological examination of
legal processes and pertains to the acceptability of the adopted decision, which is supposed
to ease the enforcement of the latter in practice; 3) the ex ante legitimation function can
be discerned in pluralistic and participatory undertstandings of democracy; 4) the ex ante
legitimation function is not found in the monistic (hierarchical, vertical) model, because it
would break the chain of legitimacy that starts with elections – decisions which only a part
of the public could influence, in line with its partial interests, can no longer be linked to
the people as a whole, and the people are the ultimate holder and executor of authority; 5)
placing emphasis on the ex ante legitimation function as a generally valid function is too
simplistic, as in doing so one fails to take into account the different legal-philosophical
bases of the two models of democracy and 6) elements of the pluralistic model may be
inputted in the monistic model, provided certain conditions have been met: a) the key role
in legitimation is still attributed to the law (that is, to the people and, through elections,
to the legislative body); b) the point of departure for democracy is the individual and
his or her dignity; c) democracy is understood as a principle that allows for optimization
– if the fundamental assumptions of democraticness have been met, a system can still
become more democratic and d) a system is more democratic if individuals are able to
participate in decision-making outside of elections – public participation therefore has
a legitimation function if it is open to all people on equal terms, and if the state maintains
its distance from advocates of partial interests (both a de iure and de facto prohibition on
joint decision-making).
If we therefore wish to state the hypothesis that public participation in rulemaking enhan-
ces the democratic legitimacy of the rules, we must first draw a distinction between ex
ante and ex post democratic legitimation. Because ex post legitimation is the providence
of sociology and administrative science, the key emphasis in legal studies is on ex ante
legitimation. In discussions of whether public participation represents this form of demo-
cratic legitimation, it is necessary to carefully delineate the legal-philosophical bases of the
concept of democratic legitimation and, at the same time, to avoid the uncritical transfer
of solutions between models resting on different bases. The latter can be cited as a fault of
that part of Continental law theory that, taking US theory as a model, stresses this function
of public participation. Summarizing both models is an exceptionally challenging task in
which one must balance the normative and empirical aspects of decision- and lawmaking.

92 Pfeffer (2006, pp. 237–239). Public participation should therefore not have any additional ex ante legitimation
function (so, for example, Schmitt-Glaeser, 1984, p. 49).
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In our case, we may say that public participation serves as a supplement or upgrade to the
classical model of democracy or, if you will, to a vertical political system as envisioned by
Jellinek, Kelsen, Weber and others, by providing a horizontal model of negotiations and
exchanges. In line with the definition of the people as the holder of sovereignty, the main
burden of democratic legitimation in modern representative democracies is still borne by
the parliament. Affected individuals also appear, on the basis of human dignity and auto-
nomy, as holders of legitimacy, and must therefore be enabled to express their preferences
in other, non-electoral, processes. These processes must be designed in such a way that
they do not erode the fundamental assumptions of democracy (representation, majority
rule) and the state (decision-making autonomy). Under these assumptions, public partici-
pation in rulemaking can be understood as a new form of the democratic legitimation of
delegated legislation.
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